Mindfulness as a tool to enhance learning skills and add value to learning is
used in many schools across the world. To build a safe world, with values, it is
imperative that mindfulness and meditation are taught in all schools. There are
many ways to do this – walking, sketching, eating and outdoor play. Activities
work better when conducted outdoors because Nature is the ultimate balm for
restless minds.
Lesson Plan
Mindfulness is observing without judgment and becoming more aware of a
deeper connect
Objective: Mindful observation and sketching
Time: 60 minutes
Classes/Grades: 1 to 12
Materials Required:
a) Book to draw
b) Colour pencils
c) Pencil and eraser
Instruct students to let go of any judgment. Tell them it is okay to draw where
the colours take you – let it flow. Everyone loves colors – it is perfectly fine if the
sketches look okay and not very artistic. Students should be in an open state of
giving and receiving, even as they draw.
Observing nature at work is fascinating and reminds us to slow down and breathe.
This opens up our senses.
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Introduction
Time: 10 minutes
1. Prepare the students for this activity. Greet students with a Namaste.
Instruct every student to close eyes. Make students chant ‘Aum’ 9 times

2. Ask students to observe their breathing at the end of the chanting. Let
them gently open their eyes
Note : Why chant ‘Aum’? It is possible that some students do not want to chant
Aum. You can then give them alternatives or share the resources below. Students
can use mantras or words like ‘peace’, ’bliss’ and ’harmony’. The objective is to
help every student experience mindfulness.
Here are two links that talk about the benefits:
https://www.look4ward.co.uk/spirituality/10-scientifically-proven-healthbenefits-of-om-chanting/
http://www.wholesomeayurveda.com/2017/07/07/om-aum-meditation-sciencebenefits/ - this site also has instructions on how to chant.
If you prefer to see or listen, click on YouTube link on how to chant:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AL3D5rhOJ9w
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Outdoor Session
1. Let students step outdoors – ask them to go in different directions. They can
go in teams of two or four
2. Ask them to observe any one movement in Nature – falling leaves, leaves
rustling in the breeze, the patterns on a flower, a moving insect. Let them observe
for 10 minutes.
3. Instruct students to come back to a point where they can sit comfortable.
Ask them to close their eyes for 2 -3 minutes.
4. Once ready, let every student sketch what they saw during the walk.
As an extended activity, tell students to think of an animal. Ask them to draw the
animal and write why they chose to draw that animal.
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Resources for more ideas
o Browse www.sketchesinstillness.com for more ideas and visit
https://ecorite.blogspot.com/2019/02/life-n-living-5.html to know more
about this amazing artist
o https://www.buddhadoodles.com is another site that has some wonderful
sketches

Interested in more online resources? Click on the link below:
https://www.artofmindfulness.org.uk/blog/guidelines-for-practice-during-themindful-drawing-challenge
Practice
It is always a good idea to practice before we take this to our students.
What is mindful drawing? http://www.magenta-sky.com/what-is-mindfuldrawing/
 A free online art course is also offered in:


https://www.artofmindfulness.org.uk/free-mindful-art-course


 https://mindfulartstudio.com/ - Amy gives free classes too, on drawing with
your heart and soul, without judgment. The resources are amazing.
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I had done a 21 day online course offered by The Chopra Center.
Sharing some of my sketches that came from that space of mindfulness:

Some of the images used were available for free download. journalmuse .net is not responsible if the
images are no longer available for free download.
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